
Name:  ____________________________                       Spelling Level C: Easter

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  My baby sister is wearing a pink shirt with a bunnie on it.      1.  __________________

2.  Evan and Tom are hoping around the backyard. 2.  __________________

3.  Do you like to eat soft, chewy jellybeans?            3.  __________________

4.   The season that comes after winter is spring.       4.  __________________

5.   Leah's class watched the chicks hach from their eggs. 5.  __________________

6.  We are going downtown to watch the paraid. 6.  __________________

7.  How many colored eggs are in the baskit?                    7.  __________________

8.  The rainy weather is making the grass grow quickly .            8.  _________________

9.  Justine found a plastic egg hidden beneath the sofa. 9.  _________________

10.  Mr. Carr bought an orkid from the local florist.                     10.  _________________
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Name:  ____________________________

11.  Every year my family buys a butter lam from the store.       11.  _________________

12.   There is a rabit in the garden eating all the lettuce!    12.  _________________

13.   Antonio likes to eat chocolate peanut butter eggs.           13.  _________________

14.   Easter always falls on a Sunday.         14.  _________________

15.  A bonnit is a wide-brimmed hat worn by a woman or girl. 15.  _________________

 Review Words 

16.  James and Emma decorated eggs with colored dye.  16.  _________________
  

17.  Is there anything more beautiful than a blooming lilly?     17.  _________________

18.  Bea held the soft, fuzzy chick in the palm of her hand. 18.  _________________

 Challenge Words 

19.  Have you read the story of Peter Cottontail?    19.  _________________

20.  The sweet scent of freshly-picked dafodils filled the  20.  _________________
       kitchen.
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ANSWER KEY
Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  My baby sister is wearing a pink shirt with a  bunnie  on it.     1.  bunny

2.  Evan and Tom are  hoping  around the backyard. 2.  hopping

3.  Do you like to eat soft, chewy  jellybeans?               3. CORRECT  

4.   The season that comes after winter is  spring.       4.  CORRECT 

5.   Leah's class watched the chicks  hach  from their eggs. 5.  hatch

6.  We are going downtown to watch the  paraid. 6.  parade

7.  How many colored eggs are in the  baskit?                    7.  basket

8.  The rainy weather is making the  grass  grow quickly .            8.  CORRECT

9.  Justine found a plastic egg  hidden  beneath the sofa. 9.  CORRECT

10.  Mr. Carr bought an  orkid  from the local florist.                    10.  orchid
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ANSWER KEY

11.  Every year my family buys a butter  lam  from the store.            11. lamb  

12.   There is a  rabit  in the garden eating all the lettuce!          12. rabbit  

13.   Antonio likes to eat  chocolate  peanut butter eggs.               13. CORRECT   

14.   Easter  always falls on a Sunday.               14. CORRECT  

15.  A  bonnit  is a wide-brimmed hat worn by a woman or girl.      15. bonnet  

 Review Words 

16.  James and Emma decorated  eggs  with colored dye.        16. CORRECT   
  

17.  Is there anything more beautiful than a blooming  lilly?           17. lily  

18.  Bea held the soft, fuzzy  chick  in the palm of her hand.       18. CORRECT  

 Challenge Words 

19.  Have you read the story of  Peter Cottontail?          19. CORRECT   

20.  The sweet scent of freshly-picked  dafodils  filled the       20. daffodils  
       kitchen.
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